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Abstract
Using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), unsteady flow-field related to multi-store separating from aircraft was
researched. The unsteady flow-field’s change and multi-store’s movement were interacted and interdepended.
Unstructured dynamic mesh, Euler equation, 6-DOF kinematics, dynamics Equations of rigid body were solved and
updated at the same physics time step with loosing coupling. AEDC wind tunnel test model is computed in this paper,
the result of solution is in very good agreement with the wind tunnel test result. Last, multi-store separating from
aircraft are modeled and simulated. The simulated results indicate that the movement of border upon stores has severe
aerodynamic interfere action. The sequence and distance of multi-store have determinant influence for safe separation.
© 2010 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Society for
Automobile, Power and Energy Engineering
Keywords: separation, dynamic mesh, 6-dof, multi-body, unsteady flow-field;
1. Introduction
Present high performance fighter plane generally has many external stores, including missile, bomb and
auxiliary tank. The characteristic of those separations are very important. It has important influence on
aircraft safe separating from the parent aircraft. Especially, when weapon separating, they are ensured to
avoid collisions.
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Wind tunnel test, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and flight tests are the three main kinds of
research methods. In those research methods, CFD needs the least time and cost. CFD as a research tool for
aircraft separation characteristics has been developed for many years [1-4]. But in recently years, Its
capability matches the generic aircraft design need.
When multi-store separating from aircraft be simulating, we can easy adjust the parameters of
simulation and setup various critical conditions.
In early year, relied on linearization potential flow theory, lower and higher order panel methods were
developed for solved aircraft separation. Now there are there main methods for this question. The mesh
theories are dynamic chimera mesh, unstructured cartesian cutter mesh and unstructured dynamic mesh [5-
6]. Governing equations of unsteady flow-field are Euler equations and NS equations.
This paper established the unsteady flow-field computer method that adopts unstructured dynamic
mesh. The separation store is looked as a rigid body, six degree of freedom kinematics, dynamics
Equations are solved to calculate separation it’s motion.
2. Mathematical Model and Governing Equations
2.1. Unstructured Dynamic Mesh
Dynamic mesh method includes algebraic, iterative and analytic method. This paper adopts the
iterative method of unstructured dynamic mesh that suit to the larger distance moving boundary [7-8].
Unstructured dynamic mesh is updated by combining spring smoothing and local re-meshing.
The object moves as a rigid body, all nodes and boundaries/walls associated with it move as one,
without any relative motion. If the relative motions of the boundaries are small, the existing cells are
compressed or stretched. In this way, any two neighboring nodes are connected with a spring, its position
depends on neighboring nodes.
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When boundary moving, the nodal positions adjust until equilibrium is reestablished.
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In those equations, x is nodal position. I or j is node number, n is time step.
Connectivity information remains unchanged, this strategy is spring smoothing.
Local re-meshing strategy is that when mesh quality is lower than a certain level, those mesh are
destroy and re-meshed.
When the mesh is moving and distortion, unstructured dynamic mesh must satisfy the geometry
conservation law(GCL) [9,10].
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tx , ty , tz is the mesh moving velocity.
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2.2. Governing Equations
Governing equations of unsteady flow-field is Euler equations. Based on the unstructured dynamic
mesh, Euler equations are in the integral forms of equations as follow:
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Ideal gas equation of state：
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Euler equations are three-dimensional, unsteady, nonlinear and compressible. The finite volume
method is adopted to discretize flow-field domain and governing equations. Unsteady flow-field time
advancement method is a dual-time (pseudo time and physical time) method.
2.3. 6-Dof Motion Model of Rigid Body
The equations of motion for a 6-Dof rigid body can be derived from Newton’s Laws of Motion. The
separation aircraft is regarded as rigid body. The motion of separation aircraft is described in body fixed
axes.
In body fixed axes system, the equations of motion for a 6-Dof rigid body can be written as:
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xh , yh , zh momentum moment is written as:
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zxzxyyxxx IIIh  −−=
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The equations are nonlinear, differential equations.
Attitude of the separation aircraft is described by Euler angles, yaw angle psi(Ψ), pitch angle theta (θ)
and roll angle phi  (φ).
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3. Technology of Coupling solve
Flow chart of Coupling solve is laid out as follows:
Mesh Update
Unsteady Flow-filed
Solve
Aerodynamic Force
and Moment
6-Dof Motion
ModelExternal Force
Aircraft Motion
Steady
Flow-field Solve
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Fig.1 Flow chart of Coupling solve
Initially, the aircraft doesn’t separate from the parent aircraft, steady flow-field is computed. At 0 sec,
unsteady flow-field is initialized by the steady flow-field result.
At each time step, unsteady flow-field is integrated to give the aerodynamic forces and moments of the
separating stores. External forces including gravity, ejector and other external forces, the aerodynamic
forces and moments are passed to six-degree-of-freedom motion of separation stores model. Through this
model, the new positions and attitudes are computed for the next time step. Relying on the information,
the unstructured dynamic mesh model updates the grid of the unsteady flow-field. The next time step
unsteady flow-field is solved. As this sequence, iterative time advancement is executed.
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. The Simulation Result Validated
Fig.2 Geometry and surface grid of AEDC wind tunnel test model
AEDC [11] wind tunnel test model is showed in Fig.2.  The detailed geometry definitions and
experimental data for wind tunnel test can be found in Ref.(1). The state of test and CFD is Ma=1.2,
H=12000 m. Angle of attack of the wing model is 0 deg. The quantity of the volume mesh is about
800000. Unsteady flow-field time step is taken as 0.0005 second.
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Fig.3 Comparison displacement results of the experiment and CFD
Linear displacements graphs are shown in Fig.3a. Angular displacements graph are given in Fig.3b.
CFD simulation linear and angular displacements are in very good agreement with experimental data in
short time range. Along with time, the difference of CFD and experimental data became bigger.
Especially, after t=0.3 second, the roll angular displacement error is greater than others. This difference
mainly comes from that aerodynamic roll moment error is sensitive to roll inertia. Roll inertia is far
smaller than pitch inertia and yaw inertia.
Because the real separation aircraft don’t have rig, this paper modify the AEDC wind tunnel test model,
see Fig.4.
Fig.4 Modify the AEDC wind tunnel test model
For this configuration, store unsymmetrical separation result and symmetrical separation result are
compared.
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Fig.5 Comparison displacement results of the symmetrical and unsymmetrical
Compared unsymmetrical with symmetrical simulated result of separation, it indicates that the
interaction force of two stores is very little. The reason for the phenomena is that the distance of two
stores is far. On the other hand, it indicates that angular displacements are more sensitivity to the
difference of simulation.
4.2. Multi-store Synchronous Separation
a) Configuration A  b) Configuration B a) Configuration A  b) Configuration B
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 Fig.6 Multi-Store Separating from Aircraft  Simulated Model
Fig.7 Unstructured Mesh of the Simulated Model
Compared with configuration A, the distance of stores is longer for configuration B.
a) Synchronous Separation of Configuration A, Ma=1.2   b) Synchronous Separation of Configuration A, Ma=2.0
Fig.8 Comparison Synchronous Separation of Configuration A of Ma=1.2 and Ma=2.0
Fig.8 shows the comparison synchronous separation of configuration A of Ma=1.2 and Ma=2.0.
Fig.8(b) show that the stores collisions, it is not allowable. So we simulated the separation for
configuration B. Fig.9 shows that stores collision is avoid.
Fig.9 Synchronous Separation of Configuration B, Ma=2.0
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4.3. Multi-store Continuous Separation
After one store separated from aircraft, at determinate sequence, the other one store separated from
aircraft. The time interval of stores separation is very small.
a)Config A, sequence a, dt=0.2s  b)Confign A, sequence b, dt=0.2s c) Confign A, sequence b, dt=0.1s
Fig.10 Comparison Continuous Separation
Sequence a denote that the store at out pylon is first separated, then the store at inner pylon is second
separated,   last the store at middle pylon is separated. Sequence b denote that the store at out pylon is first
separated, then the store at middle pylon is second separated,   last the store at inner pylon is separated.
Interval is 0.1s or 0.2s.
Looked at Fig.10, we can find the continuous separation is a method to improve security and avoid
collision. Sequence and Interval is important parameter of stores separation.
5. Conclusion
This paper established CFD method to simulate multi-store separating from aircraft. The AEDC wind
tunnel test model is researched in this paper as well. The result indicates that the method to solve the
moving body unsteady flow-field is accurate and feasible.
Not only between store and aircraft, but also between store and store, intense interaction force
appeared. The interaction forces rely on the motion of the separation stores.
Store’s separation character is sensitive to initial conditions. When multi-store synchronous separating
from aircraft, increase the distance of their pylon, the interaction forces is lowed and avoid collisions.
Continuous separation is substitute strategy for synchronous separation. Appropriate and adequacy
time interval can also lowed interaction forces and avoid collisions.
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